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Abstract 
 
A method and apparatus for quality control of any radiation, both ongoing and incoming,              
particularly microwave radiation, and consequently for efficient prevention of its all possible            
hazardous effects on living bodies comprising of: creation of balanced thought patterns, recording             
them in a quantum multi-nanolayered material structure with retained direction of spinning of the              
electric current and replacing in a radiating device already existing records of the unbalanced              
thought patterns with the so created records of the balanced thought patterns, by uniting of the                
quantum multi-nanolayered material structure with a radiating device itself.  
 
  
                                        Description 
 
 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
 
1. Field of the Invention  

This invention relates generally to the field of wireless technology, especially to the field of radiating                
devices and, more particularly to the quality – the degree of balance - control of the (microwave) radiation                  
thereof.  

2. Background Art 

This invention solves the problem of the balancing of any radiation, particularly microwave radiation, of               
the radiating devices and optimization of its effects on living bodies. 

The very base of this invention is discovery of the true cell, atom and particle concept (Ref. 1). Namely, it                    
was experimentally proven that cell, atom and particle consist of light rings spinning around the still zero                 
point of universal Mind which is the source of energy and from which spinning light rings – electric current                   
–  borrow energy in order to spin.  

Findings of many researchers are confirming observations made over the years of the negative effects of                
devices radiating particularly microwave radiation on the balance of living cells. It has been discovered that                
small amounts of unbalanced energy can have the same negative effects as a massive dose of chemicals.                 
The balance of all living bodies is being found to be influenced by the subtle fields of microwave energy,                   
what means that radiating devices are the cause of an unbalance of living cells always then they are                  
switched on, not only when they are in use (Ref. 2). 
 
It is proven that reduction of the exposure level by a factor of 1.000 actually increased the damage of the                    
blood-brain barrier showing that this is not a dose-response effect and that reduction of the output power                 
will not make wireless technology safer. Furthermore, reduction of the exposure level by a factor of 10 or                  
100, thereby duplicating the effect of wearing a headset, moving a cell phone further from body, or                 
standing next to somebody else’s radiating device, did not appreciably change the results. And finally, a                
single two-hour exposure to a radiating device, just once during its lifetime, permanently damaged the               
blood-brain barrier (Ref. 3). 
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Radiating devices are regulated by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), and expressed by the              
measured value of so called Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), based upon the arbitrary assumption that the                
brain can safely dissipate added heat at a rate of up to 1 degree C per hour. The standard way to measure                      
SAR is on a "phantom" made of Plexiglas in the shape of human head and filled with a homogenous fluid.                    
It can in no way simulate the real situation while the structure of the human body (particularly of head and                    
brain) is so complex and non-uniform that "hot spots" are produced, where heating can be tens or hundreds                  
of times what it is nearby, and there are no sensory nerve endings in the brain to warn us of a rise in                       
temperature, because we did not evolve with microwave radiation, since this never happens naturally in               
human environment on Earth. Lowering of the SAR value by new generations of radiating devices is the                 
logical consequence of the reduction of the output power, but has no correlation with safety of radiating                 
devices, as it is wrongly interpreted. 
 
“Current safety guidelines for cell phones assume no harmful effects, as long as the microwave radiation                
they emit does not cause heating of body tissue. Exposure limits are intended to protect us only from                  
excessive temperatures caused by absorption of energy, a known danger linked to the intensity of               
radiofrequency microwaves. But living cells respond in non-thermal ways to the fields produced by cell               
phones, and at intensities below the established safety threshold” (Ref. 4). 

The radiating device producers have been repeating that there are no scientific proofs that the radiating                
device technology is hazardous for human beings. The Water Crystal Photography (WCP), developed by              
Dr. Masary Emoto (Ref. 2), is been delivering photos of the totaly unbalnced crystal structures of waters                 
iradiated by radiating devices, which are indisputable proofs that microwave radiation of radiating devices              
is catastrophic hazard for humans and definitively refute the statements of the radiating device producers               
that the radiating device technology is safe. The human cells contain in average about 75% water, whereas                 
the cells of brain contain 85-90% water and the blood cells contain even 95% water. Water drops are                  
cellular when warmed above their freezing point, but below that point they become hexagonal              
crystals to reflect their positions in their cube wave. In other words, water crystal structure is reflection                 
of the degree of balance of the wave field by which it is irradiated, or is the measure of its quality. So, the                       
WCP is the most convenient method for verification and delivering of the final true proofs of quality of the                   
effects of a radiating device microwave radiation on living bodies.  

Human beings are water-based and since the pulsing frequencies of the water molecules and the               
microwaves of radiating devices are very close, according to the general law of resonance based on the law                  
of action and reaction and according to the universal principle of octave multiplication, the water will be                 
warmed up. That is the mechanism of body heating by microwaves and that is why we are particularly                  
sensitive to microwaves. 

The main problem is that the microwave radiation of current generations of radiating devices is not                
centered, is off-center, as a logical consequence of the present state of science and the state of balance of                   
the beings of producers of the radiating devices whose unavoidable final consequence are the eccentric               
oscillations of both emitting medium and the outgoing microwave radiation (Refs. 5, 6). If human thinking                
is unbalanced, and since his actions reflect his unbalanced thought-decisions, the tensions which result              
from such unbalance – the records of the unbalanced thoughts - will cause every Mind-center, which                
controls the balance of those thought-ring records, to act as though they were off-center and the                
spinning of the electric current around that eccentric center will be like a fly-wheel with its shaft                 
eccentrically placed. In accordance with the general law of resonance, the resulting off-centered             
microwave radiation of radiating devices in interaction with living cells brings them out of balance in the                 
measure of the equal-ness of their oscillating frequencies. That is why some parts of the living bodies are                  
more influenced by microwave radiation then the other parts. 

There are many attempts for optimization of the influence of the unbalanced microwaves of the radiating                
devices on living cells, either in form of electronic chips or in form of different kind of stickers. For most of                     
them certification procedure included clinical investigations and final conclusions are made both on the              
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base of some measurements of body functions and on the testimony of those who were tested. But, since it                   
is not possible in any kind of clinical investigation to eliminate the influence of mental states of tested                  
persons caused by many possible different sources which are in no correlation with radiating device               
radiation, all those certifications are worthless. The best way to measure direct correlation between              
microwave radiation of radiating devices and living cells is to perform separate measurements on water.               
Why on water? There are two reasons. The first one is the fact unknown in the science that ONLY two                    
substances have been creating, namely water and fire, or hot dryness and cold wetness. Water is                
continuously returning to fire and that process is again repeated by fire turning to water, or in other words                   
water is frozen fire and fire is incandescent water. The second reason is the fact, also unknown in the                   
science, that all elements of matter – all other constituents of a living cell – are also frozen flame, so they                     
all are different states of water! So, every effect of microwave radiation measured separately on pure water                 
is the same one that microwave radiation causes on living cells.  

 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is the primary object of this invention to promote a novel method and to provide an optimal apparatus for                    
balancing of the microwave radiation of the radiating devices and consequently for enabling of optimal               
effects of their influence on living cells. The non centered microwave radiation of radiating devices is                
caused by unbalanced thoughts and their consequent records, whose final effect is an eccentric spinning of                
the electric current around “eccentric” Mind-centers. For the purpose of elimination of the possible harmful               
effects of the off-centered microwave radiation, the unbalanced thought records are replaced with balanced              
thought pattern records, which are an expression of Mind knowing. A quantum multi-nanolayered material              
structure is used as a carrier in which the balanced thoughts are first recorded and then all together – the                    
quantum multi-nanolayered material structure and recorded balanced thought patterns, named QUANTUM           
RADIATION BALANCER (QRB), see Fig. 1, - is brought to become part of a radiating device itself.                 
Those records are mirror images created with mirrors erected in planes of 90 degrees to the direction of                  
polarity, or to the gravity shaft, retaining in this way the same direction of the electric current spinning.                  
From that moment on, because of the fact that all is interconnected every moment of the time in this electric                    
universe of motion, both the radiating device and its microwave radiation become balanced as a result of so                  
recorded balanced thought patterns which cause that every Mind-center, which controls the balance of              
those thought patterns, to act as centered and consequently the spinning of the electric current around the                 
Mind centers to become the true circles (Ref. 7). Both the method of replacement and the elements of the                   
quantum multi-nanolayer structure are adequately chosen in order to be compatible with a way of Mind                
knowing expression so that absolute efficient and permanent acting of Mind-centers in accordance with the               
recorded balanced thought patterns is provided. As a final result the balanced outgoing microwave radiation               
of the radiating device, in accordance with the general law of resonance, causes that all living cells                 
irradiated by that microwaves get into balance, what is been proven by the hexagonal crystal structure of                 
their water constituent (see Fig. 2). 

The ongoing radiation balanced in this way, according to the law of resonance, will balance imbalanced                
incoming radiation in the vicinity of the radiating device. 

 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Fig. 1 represents a photo of the quantum multi-nanolayered sticker QRB 
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Fig. 2 represents water crystal photography of: (a) a water used for irradiation, (b) the water irradiated by a 
non balanced radiating device and (c) the water irradiated by the radiating device balanced with QRB 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with indisputable fact that the unbalanced thoughts are recorded in the radiating devices and                
expressed as unbalanced outgoing microwave fields, the only secure method to prevent its effects in form                
of possible unbalanced effects of living cells exposed to that radiation, is either to bring the source of                  
unbalanced thoughts in balance or to replace their unbalanced records with consequent balanced thought              
pattern records. The first possibility is out of my capabilities since it is a matter of adequate conscious                  
sovereign decisions according to the free will choice, so the second possibility is used out and applied for                  
the realization of the aim of this invention. 

The first step toward the realization of that aim is creation of an appropriate form of the balanced thought                   
patterns as an expression of my Mind knowing, enabled to me by the level of my conscious awareness, so                   
that Mind-centers, which control the balance of the thought patterns, act as centered and consequently the                
spinning of the electric current around the Mind centers, are the true circles. The second step is the choice                   
of the structure of the material carrier so that the patterns can be in the simplest and most efficient way                    
recorded in the chosen quantum multi-nanolayered material structure. In the third step the created balanced               
thought patterns are recorded in the experimentally chosen quantum multi-nanolayered structure consisting            
of chemical elements carefully selected according to their positions in the wave amplitude so that the                
created records are mirror images in reverse of the created balanced thought patterns. Namely, the records                
are created with mirrors placed at angles of 90 degrees from the direction of polarity, or from the gravity                   
shaft, so that the same direction of spinning of the electric current is retained. Both the balanced thought                  
patterns and their records in the quantum multi-nanolayered basis are so performed and prepared that an                
optimal replacement of the already existing records of the unbalanced thought patterns in the structure of                
the radiating device itself is best enabled. The fourth step is the fusion of so obtained unit – QRB – with a                      
radiating device itself, in the way that the unbalanced thought patterns which are integrated in the radiating                 
device structure through the procedure of their production, can be easily and efficiently replaced with the                
records of the created balanced thought patterns. 

It is turned out that the QRB in the form of a sticker satisfies all above demands and can be brought in                      
union with a radiating device itself by simple pasting (on the inside surface of the battery cover or on the                    
battery itself - recomended for the sake of mechanical demage prevention during use of a radiating device). 

The test procedure of the final product QRB has been carried out in three following steps: 

- First, a water sample is taken and its crystal structure recorded by application of the WCP                
technique. The result is shown in Fig. 2 (a) from which it is obvious that the chosen water itself                   
was unbalanced, since it originated from the mountain where a high content of heavy metals lead                
and zink has been documented. 

- Second, an another sample of the water from the same source has been irradiated by the                
microwave radiation of a radiating device for the time of five minutes and its crystal structure                
recorded by application of the WCP tecnique. The result is shown in Fig. 2 (b) from which it is                   
abvious that the degree of unbalnce in this case is much higher then in the first case, as a logical                    
consequence of the acting of the unbalanced microwaves. 

- Third, a new sample of the water from the same source has been treated as in the second case with                    
only differece that the QRB was pasted on the radiating device itself. The result is shown in Fig. 2                   
(c) from which it is obvious that, as a result of the successful replacement of the unbalanced                 
thought records with a balanced thought records, the water has become balanced what is reflected               
in its crystal structure which is turned into hexagonal form, similar to a snow-flake. That is the                 
final and indisputable proof that the method developed was working exellent and that the final               
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product – the sticker QRB – is not only preventing all possible hazardous effects of the microwave                 
radiation of the radiating devices, but also is bringing already unbalanced living cells back into               
perfect balance.  

The method developed, with small consequent adjustments, is applicable for all sources of microwave              
radiation. The great advantage of the QRB is the fact that it contains just components that could go out                   
of functionality only by mechanical demages, so there are no service costs and there is unlimited                
garantee period. 

                                             

                                                        Fig. 1 QRB sticker 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: a – the left picture, b – the middle picture, c – the right picture  
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Claims  

1. A method for quality control of any radiation, both outgoing and incoming, particularly             
microwave radiation, of a radiating device by creation of balanced thought patterns and their              
records with retained direction of the electric current spinning, and replacement with them already              
in a radiating device itself existent unbalanced thought pattern records, and an apparatus in form of                
a quantum multi-nanolayered material structure for recording of the balanced thought patterns and             
for uniting of the records with a radiating device itself, for the sake of balancing of both outgoing                  
and incoming  radiation. 

2. The method in claim 1. wherein the balanced thought patterns are created as an expression of                
Mind knowing in form of the electric current spinning around the Mind centers, which control the                
balance of the patterns, so that the spinning is true circular. 

3. The method in claim 2, wherein the records of the balanced thought patterns are created so that                 
spinning direction of the electric current is retained. 

4. The method in claim 3, wherein the balanced thought patterns are recorded for the sake of                
replacement with them of the records of the unbalanced thought patterns, already existent in both               
outgoing and incoming radiation. 

5. The method in claim 4. wherein a basis for holding of the records of the balanced thought patterns                  
with retained spinning direction of the electric current is a quantum multi-nanolayered material             
structure in form of a sticker. 

6. The method in claim 5, wherein the sticker is circular in shape with diameter which is harmonic                 

value of the number  = 3.16227766. 
7. The method in claim 6, wherein records of the unbalanced thought patterns already existent in               

both outgoing and incoming radiation are replaced with the records of the balanced thought              
patterns. 

8. The method in claim 7, wherein the replacement of the both outgoing and incoming radiation               
already existent unbalanced thought records with the balanced thought records is done by simple              
pasting of the sticker on a radiating device. 

9. A balancing apparatus, suitable for the quality control of the both outgoing and incoming              
(microwave) radiation, comprises the quantum multi-nanolayered material structure in form of a            
sticker for the purpose of its direct pasting on a radiating device itself. 

10. A balancing apparatus in claim 9, wherein the quantum multi-nanolayered material structure is             
composed of the chemical elements chosen in accordance with their positions in the wave              
amplitude so that the records of the balanced thought patterns in the quantum multi-nanolayered              
basis are mirror images in reverse of the created balanced thought patterns. 

11. A balancing apparatus in claim 10, wherein the mirror images in reverse of the balanced thought                
patterns are compatible with a way of Mind knowing expression so that absolute efficient and               
permanent acting of Mind-centers in accordance with the recorded balanced thought patterns is             
provided. 
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